






biography

What started off as just an experiment, quickly turned into 
something serious in the indie universe. Practically at birth, 
Indian Zephyr, saw their ‘sound and words’ game recognised  
in what further resulted into a neo-post-punk with traces of  
psychedelia reminding the 60s. All of this translated into a 
warm welcoming at national level, which is clearly highlighted 
with the dense and penetrating live performances.

After the release of two demos, still in 2014 (‘Year After Year’
and ‘Bleeding Summer Eyes’), the Dead Sonata EP marked the 
consolidation of the experience and the work put in, in a rather 
frantic late 2014: with several shows and countless national 
radio listings appearances. The EP would only be released in 
2015.

For 2016, intentions are to release a new single with  
a videoclip backing it up.

The group was formed in 2014, in Porto (Portugal), after two of 
the founding members of the Inside Visions put that project to 
an end in order to take a new direction.

Guitarist/composer Ricardo Arnaldo and vocalist/lyricst Gui 
Rodríguez started it off by coming together just to experiment 
new musical approaches and try to break the traditional 
writing standard rules and all of its status quo, that restrains 
creation and musical composition. ‘Actually we wanted 

something more than just the music…a whole performative 
experiment…like a live movie happening right before your 
own eyes’, Gui reminisces. ‘The tight structures and the 
conformity were saturating really, therefore we wanted 
another way to do things. A way where creativity would be  
the ruler’, says Ricardo.

The package was finally complete with the arrival of bassist 
João Almeida that brought stability, vision and some 90s indie’s 
touch along with him. ‘Our first idea was to pick some late 
60s psychedelia and combine that with a somewhat fearsome 
post-punk aura, but clearer, with more ambience’, Gui recalls, 
‘but, as a matter of fact, João brought another whole dimen-
sion and deepness that would hold us, but at the same time 
shook us up. It was as thrilling as dangerous!’

This combination gave Indian Zephyr their sharp and unique sound 
even in, what we call, the indie universe.

The live performances are definitely their best calling card: the 
density and mystery delivered in that hour of show brings that 
edgy, timeless, reptile sensation. Time perception is really the 
fundamental issue here. As if in a trance, at the end of each 
show, the sense of belonging of the audience is such that the 
show’s duration is always ‘a subject of analysis’: ‘Did you guys 
play for an hour or for ten minutes?’ ‘I don’t know if I saw you 
guys for five minutes or for two full days!’



last release
dead sonata

Dead Sonata EP: Existence in three acts.

1 - ‘Year After Year’ or the acute conscience of an unrest, as 
silent as deep, at the heart of the Being.

2 - ‘White Royals’ or the trying communication with the  
outside world and the deception that erodes even more 
inside, which manifests itself in subconscious spasms, 
pushing life to its edge in search for a cure.

3 - ‘Full Moon’ here, the world as we know it ceased to exist 
and only ancient figures hover the set. No feelings, no 
words, only irrational acts. Death brings the ceremony, 
and the feast long awaited can finally start.

Is there something beyond the End? Only a beginning for 
a new End.

Dead Sonata EP Cover



all releases

‘Year After Year’ (Demo): 
May 1, 2014

Link: https://indianzephyr.bandcamp.com/
track/year-after-year

‘Bleeding Summer Eyes’ (Demo): 
October 27, 2014

Link: https://indianzephyr.bandcamp.com/
track/bleeding-summer-eyes

‘Dead Sonata’ (EP): 
May 25, 2015

Link: https://indianzephyr.bandcamp.com/
album/dead-sonata-ep



past shows
2014

September 19, 2014 | Canhoto
Porto

September 20, 2014 | Lado Salgado
Aveiro

September 26, 2014 | Club 11
Vila Pouca de Aguiar

September 27, 2014 | TOCA
Braga

November 7, 2014 | Mono Sonoro Fest 
Salamanca, SPAIN

November 22, 2014 | Altamont Party at Sabotage Club
Lisboa

December 4, 2014 | Breyner 85
Porto

December 6, 2014 | Sociedade Harmonia Eborense
Évora



past shows
2015

January 9, 2015 | Estúdio 22
Braga

July 10, 2015 | O Meu Mercedes Bar
Porto

September 12, 2015 | FNAC Coimbra
Coimbra

September 26, 2015 | Contemplarte
Joane

October 24, 2015 | SMED - Quebra Sentidos Associação Cultural
São Mamede do Coronado

November 13, 2015 | SILOS Contentor Criativo 
Caldas da Rainha



ContaCts

http://indianzephyr.bandcamp.com/

https://www.facebook.com/indianzephyr

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/uc3k7dphdadst4hV6juVobhw

http://indianzephyrworld.tumblr.com/

indianzephyrmusic@gmail.com

+351 917401821 (João) | +351 964231862 (Gui) | +351 911901030 (Ricardo)

PORTO, Portugal






